The Definitive Guide TO

cloud-based GIS Portals

10

Public Sector Workflows that Benefit from
Mobilizing Maps & Collaborating with
Employees & Citizens in Any Location

Let’s get started
In the government, the ability to share location-based

This guide shows you how the following public sector

information is critical. Whether sharing information on

workflows can use cloud and mobile technology to

wildfires, water safety or homeland security, it’s vital to

streamline the flow of information, work faster, cut costs and

quickly get the right maps to the right people.

improve services.

Yet many agencies struggle with
getting geographic data to non-GIS
users, stuck with rigid legacy platforms
or paper-based processes.
In the face of shrinking budgets, expanding GIS
software licenses to employees, end users, stakeholders
and citizens is a non-starter. Not to mention they’re not
GIS users. They want to work with maps as easily as
they do on their iPhone.

Thankfully, there's a better way...
Today agencies can create web-based GIS portals that
provide free, on-demand, customized maps for all
stakeholders and devices.
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1 Agriculture
The latest geospatial technology has become increasingly

They can fly drones to capture aerial imagery to identify

vital for crop management. Agricultural organizations

crop maturity. Farms of all sizes can scout crops, digitize

have more geographic information than ever at their

field boundaries and take soil samples to increase quality,

fingertips, helping increase agribusiness profits and crop

reduce costs and improve environmental sustainability.

yields.

Still, too often, technology benefits only the
largest businesses, leaving smaller rural farms
behind the technology curve.
Fortunately, agencies can take advantage of open cloud
and mobile technologies to overcome proprietary GPS
and GIS technology to reduce the costs of adoption – the
largest barrier to precision agriculture growth.
With TerraGo Publisher® for ArcGIS®, agencies can share
interactive GeoPDF maps that farmers can access via web

 Share interactive maps farms can use for free

portals and use with free software, opening access to
businesses of all sizes.

 Enable mobile scouting apps with drone imagery

With TerraGo Edge®, farms can take advantage of mobility

 Increase adoption of precision agriculture to more
businesses

features like crowdsourcing to share location-tagged
photos of crops that can be analyzed for treatment by
remote experts.

2 Security
Homeland and national security stakeholders rely on

With TerraGo Edge, security personnel and citizen

geospatial data every day to protect their citizens,

volunteers can exchange location-based and

infrastructure, resources and borders. With the rise

“crowdsourced” observations on mobile devices, such

of mobile and cloud technology, agencies can now

as sharing location-tagged photos to report damage to

exchange geospatial intelligence more easily than ever.

property or infrastructure.

However, the relevant geographic data
isn’t always available to ALL security
stakeholders because it requires
specialized software or training.
In some cases, maps or data simply can’t be accessed
when it’s needed most… because the network is down in
a disaster or crisis situation.
With TerraGo Publisher for ArcGIS, security stakeholders
can share interactive GeoPDF® maps that are always

 Distribute maps and imagery for crossagency response

available, on any device, for any user – even when the
network isn’t.

 Engage citizens with on-demand, locationbased apps

With TerraGo Publisher® for ArcGIS Server® agencies
can create web-based portals that provide on-demand,
customized maps and lightweight GIS applications to all
enterprise and mobile users, including citizens and other
stakeholders.

 Access evacuation & essential maps when
off-network

3 Environment
Our natural resources face mounting pressures from

TerraGo Edge enables authorities to capture GPS-tagged

climate change, pollution and population growth.

observations from the smartphones of employees,

Geographic data helps experts better understand the

contractors and citizens; so millions can share location-

planet and guide sustainable policy development. Yet

tagged photos to report incidents like leaks, pollution

the challenge remains how to effectively share that data

or hazardous spills. With drone imagery, authorities can

with all stakeholders?

have a bird’s eye view to improve cleanup, evacuations
and response times that reduce impact and speed

What if we could leverage the cloud
and mobile technology to better
share environmental information
across agencies and with citizens?

recovery.

With TerraGo Publisher, agencies can share web-based
portals with maps and resources tailored to specific
locations. For programs like water safety, pollution

 Publish maps accessible by all stakeholders

cleanup, waste management and more, sharing local
data to and from the public is a game-changer. End
users need interactive maps that don’t require any

 Crowdsource incident reports to accelerate
response and cleanup

specialized software. And GeoPDF was designed for
universal access from any device with free software.

 Complete mobile inspections from any location

4 Land Management
Managing public lands is a massive undertaking to say the
least. The US Bureau of Land Management is known as
the little agency with a big job. No kidding. They manage
more land, about 250 million acres, than any other agency
in the country. Not to mention over 700 million acres of
sub-surface mineral estate. Whew.

How can one agency manage hundreds of
millions of acres of public land? Can today’s
cloud, mobile and drone technology help
such a massive undertaking?
Whether the topic is land or mineral use planning, rightsof-ways, mining claims, livestock grazing, conservation or
more, when you talk about land management, geographic

 Create land management GIS portals for public
access

information is at the heart of the conversation. When you’re
talking about hundreds of millions of acres and hundreds of
millions of citizens, the conversation gets challenging.

 Collaborate with mobile employees, volunteers
and the public

TerraGo Publisher for ArcGIS Server enables open web
access so all stakeholders can view maps and imagery on any

 Distribute UAV imagery in a scalable,
compressed format

device. With TerraGo Edge, they can share location-tagged
observations that create a two-way dialogue and bring it all
home.

5 Census & Survey
The Census Bureau research helps us understand our

Once the research findings need to be shared, TerraGo

most pressing challenges, such as healthcare for an aging

Publisher gives agencies a way to make the data come

population, and opportunities, like renewable energy job

alive. End users can access interactive maps to answer

creation.

“what if” questions, using self-service tools that unlock the
data behind the map.

A fundamental challenge is how to build new census
survey systems within budget constraints. Once the data
is collected, GIS tools are well-suited to its analysis. Yet
challenges persist when it comes to how best to share this
data and analysis.

Can we do population and household
surveys with COTS apps? Can we share
free, interactive tools for policymakers
and citizens?
 Build custom surveys without costs of
custom development
Building survey applications has always been expensive
due to unique survey and policy requirements. Luckily,
TerraGo Edge was designed to be customized out of the

 Publish location-based reports and maps to
web

box, so apps and forms can be built without any code or
systems integration work.

 Provide policymakers with free, lightweight
GIS tools

6 Transportation & Logistics

Transportation innovation is in the fast lane. From
driverless cars to UAVs and more, the way we move
people and goods from one location to another has never
undergone such rapid change. Providing safe and reliable
transportation infrastructure in the midst of this change
requires both strategic data analysis and a framework for
stakeholder engagement.
GIS platforms help support analytics that optimize existing
transportation resources and guide new investment
projects. But it doesn’t make it easy to explain airport or
highway construction plans with residents affected by traffic
and noise. Or engage taxpayers on the economic benefits
of new public transportation projects.

 Improve public engagement with data-driven
maps
 Publish transportation studies for all
stakeholders

Can we share GIS maps and data analytics to
better engage all transportation stakeholders?
Without requiring GIS software?
Interactive maps convey data driven analysis in ways not
possible with flat images, static maps or web pages. It’s free,
lightweight GIS for all stakeholders. Publisher for ArcGIS

 Provide a GIS portal with free, universal
software

Server lets you create a web portal for public engagement,
so citizens can understand the data behind the map, the
project and ultimately the policy.

7 Energy

Geography is an intrinsic part of our energy generation and
distribution systems. Projects need location-based data
in all phases. GIS software itself is often too expensive to
purchase, too complicated for all users and too difficult to
customize for different requirements.

What if energy agencies could seamlessly
move geographic data, drone imagery and
LIDAR from a GIS server to the cloud?
And what if it could be accessed on any device with free
software? What if you could customize a mobile platform
for different projects, without paying for expensive software
or custom development?
Creating a web-based portal with Publisher for ArcGIS Server

 Share LIDAR, drone and other imagery

is like democratizing your geographic data for any energy
workflow you can imagine. Users can download interactive

 Mobilize all your GIS, CAD and geographic
data

GeoPDF maps on any device. Workers can use LIDAR data
on their tablet. CAD diagrams can be viewed on an iPhone
to locate the cause of an outage. Crews can send location-

 Customize interactive maps and apps for
energy projects

based reports.
It means getting data into the hands of more staff members
and other stakeholders. It means better regulatory
compliance, lower costs and reduced outages.

8 Forestry & Natural Resources

Because forestry and natural resource organizations face
unique geographic data challenges, they have often relied
heavily on custom GIS application development and
proprietary technology. The challenges span the sheer
size of forests and are amplified by the diversity of needs
including education, conservation, research and fighting
fires. Fortunately, the emergence of cloud and modern,
mobile GPS make it faster and easier than ever to share
maps and customize apps.

So, how can forestry organizations better
manage half a billion acres with inexpensive
cloud and mobile tech?
Extending GIS platforms for custom applications means

 Self-service portal of interactive forestry
applications

long, expensive development cycles. With Publisher for
ArcGIS Server, the GIS team can provide a self-service
portal of interactive map-based applications for citizens

 Survey-grade accuracy and offline maps on
phones

and employees with free Adobe® Reader and free TerraGo
Toolbar®. The portal also provides mobile basemaps
where TerraGo Edge can also get survey-grade accuracy

 Easily share forest drone imagery and LIDAR
data

while recording observations. End users can build custom
apps for anything, from wildlife surveys to watershed and
wetland delineation. And they can work offline because
managing forestry often means working off the grid.

9 Health & Safety

Protecting the health, safety and well-being of a nation is a
daunting mission, to say the least. Central to that mission is
analyzing vast amounts of health and demographic data by
location. Whether it’s used to visualize influenza outbreaks,
identify public health risks or educate citizens, success
depends on connecting big data with the local community.
The intersection of socioeconomic, environmental and
health data helps determine the optimal programs and
services. GIS analytics help experts collaborate to pose
and answer tough questions that determine successful
outcomes.

What if we could unlock geographic health
data for more non-GIS users, medical experts,
stakeholders and the general public?
 Unlock GIS analysis for health experts and
policymakers

Could we prevent more outbreaks or better educate and
engage communities? Publisher for ArcGIS unlocks the
data and provides tools all stakeholders can use – for free.

 Share free, interactive tools that educate the
public

By opening access to non-GIS users, we can work faster,
smarter and engage citizens. By giving them intuitive, self-

 Enable smart, interactive maps for mobile
users

service tools, they can ask “what if” questions that break
through complex geographic data to find clear answers
that protect the health of all our communities.

10 Facilities & Asset Management
Geographic data helps organizations manage the full

For facility and asset inspections, TerraGo Edge mobilizes

lifecycle of physical assets with everything from site design

aerial imagery, CAD diagrams or any basemap while

to planning to maintenance. Land, warehouse and office

users complete custom forms on iOS, Android or web

space optimization combined with energy management

browsers.

help support today’s smarter facilities that function better
and cost less.
With emergence of cloud and mobile technologies, the
barriers to sharing CAD, GIS and other location-enabled
facilities data sources have disappeared. Now the facilities
database can be accessed easily beyond departmental
silos and updated seamlessly from outside building walls.

How can facilities managers enable all
staff to access GIS data and contribute
information back to the database?
With a cloud-based portal, users can access maps and

 Build cloud-based facilities portals for all staff

geospatial data over the Web. With TerraGo Publisher,
users get more than flat maps. They get lightweight GIS

 Share aerial imagery for all phases of projects

tools that enable analysis and updates for round-tripping
information. And they get it all with free software,
available on any platform.

 Enable mobile asset and facilities inspections

Moving Forward
This guide has shown you how the following the public
sector workflows can utilize cloud and mobile technologies
to streamline the flow of location-based information to all
stakeholders, even non-GIS users and general public:
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TerraGo's mobile data
collection app, TerraGo Edge,
and GeoPDF make it easy for
you to get the right map to the
right person at the right time.

Try TerraGo Edge Today

Download the TerraGo Edge Mobile App for iOS or
Android and request a trial version of the TerraGo Edge
Enterprise Solution. Start sharing data collected in the
field, from any device, now!

Try GIS-Lite with GeoPDFs Today
Download a free Trial of TerraGo Publisher for ArcGIS
to produce maps that can be accessed by anyone,
anywhere in Adobe Reader with the free TerraGo Toolbar.

Create a Web-Based GIS Portal
Contact us to learn more about providing on-demand

access to custom maps with TerraGo Publisher for ArcGIS
Server.

Contact Us

45610 Woodland Road
Sterling, VA 20166
678-391-9700
info@terragotech.com
www.terragotech.com

